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 op .Given a skeletally small abelian category C , we denote by Ex C , Ab
the category of exact additive functors from C op to the category Ab of
abelian groups. We call a category exactly definable provided that it is
 op .equivalent to Ex C , Ab for some skeletally small abelian category C.
This definition and our interest in this type of categories are motivated
 .by the following example. Let L be a ring, and denote by C L s
 op .fp mod L , Ab the category of finitely presented functors from the cate-
gory of finitely presented Lop-modules to the category of abelian groups.
 .The C L is skeletally small abelian. In fact, it is the free abelian category
w xover L viewed as a category with a single object 4 , and the functor
op
Mod L ª Ex C L , Ab , M ¬ Hom y, M m y .  . . L
is an equivalence. Thus we can replace a L-module by an exact functor
 .opC L ª Ab. Of course, since the work of Auslander, it has been com-
mon practice to identify a L-module M either with the corresponding
 .functor Hom y, M or with M m y , which are defined on the appro-L L
w xpriate module category 1 . However, these functors are not exact in
general. The aim of this paper is to show that certain properties of
L-modules become more transparent if one views them as exact functors.
In particular, one can use the machinery of localization theory for locally
 op .coherent Grothendieck categories because Ex C , Ab is a subcategory of
 op .the locally coherent category Lex C , Ab of left exact functors. Another
reason for introducing the concept of an exactly definable category is the
fact that for any ring L there are plenty of categories related to Mod L
that are exactly definable but not necessarily module categories.
We give now a brief survey of the basic notions and results of this paper.
To this end, fix an exactly definable category A, and we may assume that
456
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 op .A s Ex C , Ab for some skeletally small abelian category C. The first
 .sections are devoted to properties of the inclusion d: A ª D A s
 op .Lex C , Ab . This leads to a notion of purity for A that coincides with the
usual definition if A is a category of modules. A sequence 0 ª L ª M ª
 .N ª 0 of morphisms in A is pure exact if the sequence 0 ª L X ª
 .  .M X ª N X ª 0 is exact for every X g C , and it is shown that an
object M in A is pure-injecti¨ e if and only if for every set I the summation
morphism M  I . ª M factors through the canonical morphism M  I . ª M I.
Moreover, the functor d identifies pure-exactness and pure-injectivity in A
 .with exactness and injectivity in D A . The internal characterization of
pure-injectivity has an interesting consequence. We show that the abelian
category C can be recovered from A.
Call a full subcategory of A definable if it consists of those functors in A
that vanish on some fixed subcategory of C. This is a natural concept
because a definable subcategory is again exactly definable. Also it is closed
under forming direct limits, products, and pure subobjects, and we shall
prove that this property characterizes a definable subcategory. The dual
concept is that of a definable quotient category, which is discussed in the
following section. We describe the full subcategory of pure-injective ob-
jects of a definable quotient category and use a result about localizing
subcategories that seems to be of independent interest.
Next we exhibit the Ziegler spectrum Zsp A of A, which is, by definition,
the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable pure-injective objects in
A. The subsets that are of the form B l Zsp A for some definable
subcategory B are precisely the closed sets of a topology on Zsp A.
Exactly definable categories have direct limits and products, and it is
therefore natural to study functors between exactly definable categories
that commute with direct limits and products. We prove that any such
 op .functor f : A ª B s Ex D , Ab is of the form X ¬ X ( g for some
exact functor g : D ª C , and we deduce several properties from this fact.
For instance, f induces a continuous and closed map Zsp A ª Zsp B,
provided that f preserves indecomposability.
 .opGiven any object M g A, the endomorphism ring G s End M acts
 .on M X for every X g C , and we obtain therefore an induced functor
op .M: CrKer M ª Mod G which is faithful and exact. We call its image
the endocategory E of M. This is a useful invariant since several localM
properties of M depend only on E . For example, M Is S-pure-injective ifM
and only if every object in E is artinian, and M is endofinite if and onlyM
if every object in E is of finite length.M
The next part of the paper is devoted to various finiteness conditions for
exactly definable categories. Some of them are related to filtrations of the
 .form A , where each A is a definable subcategory of A. It is showna a a
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that such filtrations lead in certain cases to a complete classification of the
indecomposable pure-injective objects in A.
Our discussion of exactly definable categories is mainly inspired and
motivated by results from module theory. In fact, the category of modules
over a ring is the prototype of an exactly definable category, even though
we have chosen a more abstract level for our exposition. We explain briefly
in the last section how modules become exact functors. Applications and
examples of the material presented in this paper, particularly that from
w xrepresentation theory of artin algebras, can be found in 13]15 . The
discussion of epimorphisms of rings, which formed the last section of the
w xpreprint version of this paper, is now included in 15 .
1. LOCALLY FINITELY PRESENTED CATEGORIES
We recall some terminology and some well-known facts about locally
finitely presented categories and Grothendieck categories. Let A be an
additive category with direct limits. An object X in A is finitely presented
 .provided that Hom X, y commutes with direct limits, and we denote by
fp A the full subcategory of finitely presented objects in A. The category
A is said to be locally finitely presented if the isomorphism classes of fp A
form a set and every object in A is a direct limit of objects in fp A. Given a
full additive subcategory C of fp A, we denote by lim C the full subcate-
gory of A, which consists of direct limits lim X with X g C for all i.i i
Note that this subcategory is closed under direct limits in A and that the
finitely presented objects in lim C are precisely the direct summands of
w xobjects in C 3, Theorem 4.1 . An abelian category A is locally finite
presented if and only if it is a Grothendieck category with a generating set
w x w xof finitely presented objects 2, Satz 1.5 , 3, 2.4 .
Fix now a locally finitely presented abelian category A. An object in A is
finitely generated if it is a quotient of some finitely presented object, and it
is easily seen that any object in A is a direct limit of finitely generated
subobjects. The category A is completely determined by fp A. In fact, fp A
is additive and has cokernels, and the functor
op
<A ª Lex fp A , Ab , X ¬ Hom y, X .  . . fp A
 .opfrom A into the category of additive left exact functors from fp A to
w xAb is an equivalence 2, Satz 2.4 . Finally, we recall that A is locally
coherent provided that finitely generated subobjects of finitely presented
wobjects are finitely presented, equivalently, if fp A is abelian 19, Proposi-
xtion 2.2 . Note that
A ¬ fp A and C ¬ Lex C op , Ab .
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induces, up to equivalence, a bijective correspondence between locally
coherent categories and skeletally small abelian categories. We shall
frequently use the following facts about functors between locally coherent
categories.
 op .  op .LEMMA 1.1. Let A s Lex C , Ab and B s Lex D , Ab be a pair of
locally coherent categories and suppose that f : C ª D is an exact functor.
Then there is, up to isomorphism, a unique exact functor f U : A ª B which
 .   ..commutes with direct limits and sends Hom y, X to Hom y, f X for
e¨ery X g C. The restriction functor f# : B ª A, X ¬ X ( f , is a right ad-
U U  .  .joint of f . Moreo¨er, f is fully faithful iff f is fully faithful.
w xProof. See 11, Lemma 2.7 .
A classical example of a locally finitely presented abelian category is the
 op .category C , Ab of additive contravariant functors from a skeletally
small pre-additive category C to the category of abelian groups. Note that
a functor F : C op ª Ab is finitely presented in the usual sense iff F is a
 op .finitely presented object in C , Ab .
2. EXACTLY DEFINABLE AND LOCALLY
COHERENT CATEGORIES
In this section we discuss the relation between exactly definable cate-
gories and locally coherent categories which is fundamental for our ap-
proach. Recall that an object M of a Groethendieck category A is
1 .fp-injecti¨ e provided that Ext Z, M s 0 for all Z g fp A. We denote the
full subcategory of fp-injective objects in A by fpinj A. Note that fpinj A
is automatically closed under products. The following lemma is taken
w xfrom 3 .
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a locally finitely presented abelian category. For
Z g fp A and M g A, the following equi¨ alent:
 . 1 .1 Ext Z, M s 0.
 .  .  .  .2 0 ª Hom Z, M ª Hom Y, M ª Hom X, M ª 0 is exact for
all exact sequences 0 ª X ª Y ª Z ª 0 in A with Y finitely presented.
Proof. Straightforward.
PROPOSITION 2.2. A category is exactly definable if and only if it is
equi¨ alent to the full subcategory fpini A of fp-injecti¨ e objects of some locally
coherent category A.
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Proof. The preceding lemma shows that for any locally coherent cate-
 .op .  .gory A the equivalence A ª Lex fp A , Ab , X ¬ Hom y, X induces
op . .an equivalence between fpinj A and Ex fp A , Ab .
For any abelian category A we denote by inj A the full subcategory of
injective objects. The category A has sufficiently many injecti¨ es provided
that for any object in A there exists a monomorphism into some injective
object.
 op .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A s Ex C , Ab be an exactly definable category.
 .  op .  .1 The Yoneda functor C ª C , Ab , X ¬ Hom y, X induces an
equi¨ alence between inj C and fp A.
 .2 A is locally finitely presented if and only if C has sufficiently many
injecti¨ es.
w xProof. See 12, Lemma 9.5 and Theorem 9.6 .
Having characterized those exactly definable categories which are locally
finitely presented, we turn now to locally finitely presented categories
which are exactly definable.
PROPOSITION 2.4. A locally finitely generated category is exactly definable
if and only if it has products, equi¨ alently if fp A has pseudo-cokernels.
w xProof. See 3, Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 2.1 .
Our next aim is to show that any exactly definable category A deter-
mines, up to equivalence, uniquely an abelian category C such that A and
 op .Ex C , Ab are equivalent. We need a criterion for injectivity which is due
w xto Jensen and Lenzing 9, Proposition 7.32 . We start with the following
analog of Baer's criterion.
LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a locally finitely presented abelian category. For an
object M in A, the following are equi¨ alent:
 . 1 .1 M is injecti¨ e, i.e., Ext Z, M s 0 for all Z g A.
 . 1 .2 Ext Z, M s 0 for all finitely generated Z g A.
1 .Proof. Suppose that Ext Z, M s 0 for all finitely generated Z g A
and let f : M ª E be an injective envelope. If c : Y ª Coker f is a
morphism with Y g fp A, then Z s YrKer c is a subobject of Coker f.
Now f can be written as composition M ª M @ Z ª E of two monomor-
1 .phisms, since Ext Z, M s 0 by assumption. We conclude from the mini-
mality of E that Z s 0. Thus Coker f s 0 and M is injective.
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be a locally finitely presented abelian category. An
fp-injecti¨ e object M in A is injecti¨ e if and only if for e¨ery set I the
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summation morphism M  I . ª M factors through the canonical monomor-
phism M  I . ª M I.
Proof. Using Baer's criterion as stated in Lemma 2.5, it suffices to
show that for any Y g fp A and any subobject X : Y, a morphism
f : X ª M can be extended to a morphism c : Y ª M. To this end, let
 < 4X i g I be the set of finitely generated subobjects of Y and suppose thati
I is the set of ordinals a - k for some ordinal k . Clearly, any subobject X
of Y can be written as X s  X with i g I for all a - k . Wea - k i aa
denote by L those ordinals l F k such that any morphism f : X ª M
with X s  X and i g I for all a - l can be extended to aa - l i aa
morphism c : Y ª M. Using transfinite induction, we show that k g L.
Therefore fix an ordinal l F k , an object X s  X , and a morphisma - l ia
f : X ª M.
 .1 l s 0 g L. Clear, since X s 0.
 .2 l s 1 g L. This follows from the fp-injectivity of M since YrX
g fp A.
 .3 l s m q 1 ) 1 and m g L implies l g L. A finite sum of
finitely generated objects is finitely generated. Thus we may replaced Xi0
by X q X such that X s  X .i i a - m i0 m a
 .4 l is a limit ordinal, and m g L for all m - l implies l g L. We
write Y s  X for every m - l and denote by c : Y ª M a mor-m a - m i ma
<  .phism extending f . For an ordinal m F l and a family x s x ofY a a - mm
 .morphisms in Hom Y, M , we denote by  x the compositiona - m a
x
Y ª M ª M ª M , 
a-m a-l
where the second morphism is the natural monomorphism and the third
 M ª M is supposed to extend the summation morphism @ Ma - l a - l
 .ª M, which exists by our assumption. Now we define a family x ofm m - l
 .morphism in Hom Y, M inductively as follows. Put x s c and x s c0 0 m m
y x if m s n q 1. Finally, put x s c y  x , if m is a limit ordinal.n m m n - m n
It is not hard to check that x satisfies the following condition for everym
m - l:
 .1 c s  x .m a F m a
 .  .  .2 x Y s 0, if m s n q 1, and x Y s 0, if m is a limitm n m m
ordinal.
 .  .To finish the proof, let c s  x . It is an easy consequence of 1 ] 2m- l m
 . . <that c y c Y s 0 for all m - l. Thus c extends each f andYm m m
therefore also f. We conclude that l g L, and this completes the proof.
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Let C be any additive category. Recall that a functor F : C op ª Ab is
said to be finitely presented provided that there exists an exact sequence
 .  .  op .Hom y, X ª Hom y, Y ª F ª 0 of functors in C , Ab . The finitely
presented functors form an additive category with cokernels, which we
 op .denote by fp C , Ab .
LEMMA 2.7. Let A be an abelian category with sufficiently many injec-
 .op  . <ti¨ es. Then the functor A ª fp inj A, Ab , X ¬ Hom X, y is aninj A
equi¨ alence.
Proof. Straightforward.
Let A be an exactly definable category. For reasons it is hoped will
become clear, we call an object M in A pure-injecti¨ e provided that for
every set I the summation morphism M  I . ª M factors through the
canonical morphism M  I . ª M I. We denote by pinj A the full subcategory
 .  .opof pure-injective objects in A. We define D A s fp pinj A, Ab and
 .  .C A s fp D A . Then the following functors are of interest:
<d : A ª D A , X ¬ Hom X , y .  . pinj A
and
op
<h : D A ª Lex C A , Ab , X ¬ Hom y, X . .  .  . . C A .
wThe next result summarizes our discussion. It is an analog of 3, Theorem
x3.3 .
 .  .THEOREM 2.8. 1 The category D A is locally coherent and the functor
 .d: A ª D A induces an equi¨ alence between A and the full subcategory
 .  .fpinjD A of fp-injecti¨ es in D A . Moreo¨er, d identifies the pure-injecti¨ es
 .in A with the injecti¨ es in D A .
 .  .2 The category C A is skeletally small abelian, and the composition
  .op .h( d induces an equi¨ alence A ª Ex C A , Ab .
COROLLARY 2.9. There is, up to equi¨ alence, a bijecti¨ e correspondence
between exactly definable categories and skeletally small abelian categories.
The correspondence is gi¨ en by
A ¬ C A and C ¬ Ex C op , Ab . .  .
The final result of this section expresses the relation between exactly
definable and locally coherent categories in a form which we shall fre-
quently use.
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COROLLARY 2.10. Let A be an exactly definable category and identify A
with a category of functors ¨ ia the canonical equi¨ alence A ª
  .op .  .Ex C A , Ab . For e¨ery pair of objects M g A and X g C A , there is an
  ..  .isomorphism Hom X, d M , M X which is natural in both M and X.
  ..   . .  .Proof. We have Hom X, d M , Hom Hom y, X , M , M X ,
 .where the first isomorphism is induced by the equivalence h : D A ª
op  . .Lex C A , Ab and the second follows from Yoneda's lemma.
3. PURITY
f
Let A be an exactly definable category. We call a sequence 0 ª L ª
c
M ª N ª 0 of morphisms in A pure-exact provided that the induced
 .  .  .sequence 0 ª Hom N, Q ª Hom M, Q ª Hom L, Q ª 0 is exact for
every pure-injective object Q in A. In this case f is called a pure
monomorphism and c is called a pure epimorphism. Now suppose that
 op .A ª Ex C , Ab is an equivalence for some abelian category C which we
view as an identification.
LEMMA 3.1. For a sequence « : 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 of morphisms in
A, the following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 is pure-exact in A.
 .  op .2 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 is exact in Lex C , Ab .
 .  .  .  .3 0 ª L X ª M X ª N X ª 0 is exact for e¨ery X g C.
 .  .Moreo¨er, if A is locally finitely presented, then 1 ] 3 are equi¨ alent to the
following:
 .  .  .  .4 0 ª Hom X, L ª Hom X, M ª Hom X, N ª 0 is exact for
all X g fp A.
 .5 « is a direct limit of split exact sequences 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0i i i
in A.
 .  .Proof. 1 m 2 We use the fact that in any category with sufficiently
many injectives, a sequence 0 ª X ª Y ª Z ª 0 is exact if and only if
 .  .  .0 ª Hom Z, Q ª Hom Y, Q ª Hom X, Q ª 0 is exact for every in-
jective object Q. The assertion follows from this fact, since the pure-injec-
 op .tives in A are identified with the injectives in Lex C , Ab .
 .  .  .2 m 3 Condition 3 says that 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 is exact in
 op .  op .  op .C , Ab . The inclusion Lex C , Ab ª C , Ab has an exact left ad-
 .  .  .joint. Thus 3 implies 2 . Now suppose 2 . A right adjoint preserves
 op .kernels, and therefore 0 ª L ª M ª N is exact in C , Ab . But the
 op .snake lemma shows that the cokernel of L ª M in C , Ab is an exact
 op .functor and therefore coincides with the cokernel in Lex C , Ab .
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 .  .3 m 4 We use the fact mentioned in Proposition 2.3 that the Yoneda
 .  .  .functor X ¬ Hom y, X identifies inj C with fp A. Now, 3 « 4 is an
 .immediate consequence of Yoneda's lemma. Therefore suppose 4 and let
X g C. We choose an exact sequence 0 ª X ª Y ª Y ª Y with Y g0 1 2 i
inj C for all i. We obtain the following commutative diagram:
0 0 0 0
x x x x
L Y ª L Y ª L Y ª L X ª 0 .  .  .  .2 1 0
x x x x
M Y ª M Y ª M Y ª M X ª 0 .  .  .  .2 1 0
x x x x
N Y ª N Y ª N Y ª N X ª 0 .  .  .  .2 1 0
x x x x
0 0 0 0
in which rows are exact and the first three columns are exact by assump-
tion. By the snake lemma, the exactness of the last column follows. This
 .shows 3 .
 .  .4 « 5 Writing N s lim N as a direct limit of finitely presentedi
objects, we obtain « as a direct limit of exact sequences « : 0 ª L ª Mi i
ª N ª 0, which are split exact by assumption.i
 .  .  .5 « 4 If 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 is split exact, then 0 ª Hom X, Li i i i
 .  .  .ª Hom X, M ª Hom X, N ª 0 is exact. The fact that Hom X, yi i
 .commutes with direct limits implies 4 .
f c
Suppose again that 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 is a consequence of mor-
phisms in A. The preceding lemma shows that the morphisms f and c
form a kernel]cokernel pair in A if the sequence is pure-exact. Moreover,
 .  .f is a pure monomorphism iff Hom M, Q ª Hom L, Q ª 0 is exact for
every pure-injective object Q in A. We now combine the characterization
 .of purity in A with the fact that D A is a category having sufficiently
many injectives.
COROLLARY 3.2. For e¨ery object in A there is a pure monomorphism
into some pure-injecti¨ e object. In particular, an object in A is pure-injecti¨ e
if and only if e¨ery pure monomorphism starting in it splits.
4. DEFINABLE SUBCATEGORIES
Let A be an exactly definable category and fix an equivalence A ª
 op .Ex C , Ab for some abelian category C which we view as an identifica-
tion. We call a full subcategory B of A a definable subcategory provided
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that there exists a subcategory S of C such that an object M is in B if
and only if the functor M vanishes on S . In this section we discuss some
properties of definable subcategories. In particular, we give a characteriza-
tion which shows that the definition does not depend on the identification
 op .A s Ex C , Ab . We begin with some preparations.
Recall that a full subcategory S of an abelian category C is a Serre
subcategory provided that for every exact sequence 0 ª X X ª X ª X Y ª 0
in C in the object X belongs to S iff X X and X Y belong to S . Given a
Serre subcategory S of C , one can form the quotient category CrS , which
is abelian and admits an exact quotient functor q : C ª CrS with Ker q s
w xS 5, III, Proposition 1.1 . Here the kernel Ker f of a functor f is, by
 .definition, the full subcategory of all objects X such that f X s 0. Note
that Ker f is a Serre subcategory if f is exact. The quotient functor q is
characterized by the property that every exact functor f : C ª D between
 .abelian categories with f S s 0 induces a unique exact functor f : Cr
S ª D such that f s f ( q. The subcategory S is called localizing if q has
a right adjoint.
 op .Let B be a definable subcategory of A s Ex C , Ab and suppose that
M g B if and only if M vanishes on S for some subcategory S of C.
Replacing S by the Serre subcategory of C which is generated by S , we
may assume that S is a Serre subcategory. This has the following conse-
quence.
PROPOSITION 4.1. A definable subcategory of an exactly definable category
is again an exactly definable category.
Proof. We keep our notation from above and denote by q : C ª CrS
the corresponding quotient functor. The assignment M ¬ M( q induces a
 .op .  op .fully faithful functor Ex CrS , Ab ª Ex C , Ab which provides an
op . .equivalence between Ex CrS , Ab and B.
Let I be a nonempty set. Recall that a set F of nonempty subsets of I is
a filter on I provided that for each pair of subsets J , J : I1 2
 .i J , J g F implies J l J g F.1 2 1 2
 .ii J g F and J : J implies J g F.1 1 2 2
Note that the set F is directed if one defines J F J , if J : J .1 2 2 1
Let A be a category with direct limits and products. Suppose also that
direct limits preserve monomorphisms. Given a set of objects X , i g I, ini
A and a filter F on I, the canonical morphisms  X ª  X ,ig J i ig J i1 2
J F J in F, form a directed system, and we denote by  X rF1 2 ig I i
s lim  X the reduced product of the X 's with respect to F. Aig J i iJ g F
reduced product of the form  XrF is called a reduced power of X. WeI
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collect some basic properties of reduced products in the following three
lemmas.
LEMMA 4.2. E¨ery direct limit lim X in A is a subobject of a reducedig I i
product  X rF for some filter F on I.ig I i
 < 4Proof. For each i g I let H s j g I i F j . Let F be the filter on Ii
consisting of all subsets J : I such that H : J for some i g I. The mapi
I ª F, i ¬ H identifies I with a cofinal subset of F, and therefore thei
canonically defined monomorphisms X ª  X , i g I, induce ai jg H ji
monomorphism lim X ª  X rF, since direct limits in A are leftig I i ig I i
exact.
We formulate the preceding lemma as follows.
LEMMA 4.3. Let C be a class of objects in A which is closed under
subobjects. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 C is closed under products and direct limits,
 .2 C is closed under reduced products.
 .  .Proof. 1 implies 2 just by the definition of a reduced product.
Therefore suppose that C is closed under reduced products. Any product
 4 X has the form  X rF, where F s I and a direct limitig I i ig I i
lim X is a subobject of a reduced product of the X 's by the precedingig I i i
lemma. Thus C is closed under products and direct limits.
Let f : X ª Y , i g I, be a set of morphisms in A and let F be a filteri i i
on I. Then there is an obvious morphism  f rF:  X rF ªig I i ig I i
 Y rF. If direct limits in A are left exact, then  f rF is aig I i ig I i
monomorphism provided that all f 's are monomorphisms. This observa-i
tion has the following consequence.
LEMMA 4.4. Let C be a class of objects in A which is either closed under
direct limits and products, or which is closed under reduced products. Then the
 < 4class F s X g A X : Y for some Y g C is also closed under direct limits,
products and reduced products.
Proof. C is closed under reduced products and therefore so is F by the
remark above. The assertion follows from the preceding lemma.
Let A be a locally coherent category. We shall view the functor
 .op .  .A ª Lex fp A , Ab , X ª Hom y, X , as an identification. Thus a full
subcategory B of fpinj A is definable provided that the class of objects is
 <  . 4of the form X g fpinj A Hom S , X s 0 for some subcategory S of
fp A.
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Let A be a locally coherent category. For a full
subcategory B of fpinj A the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 B is definable.
 .2 B is closed under direct limits, products and fp-injecti¨ e subobjects.
 .3 B is closed under reduced products and fp-injecti¨ e subobjects.
 .  .4 B s F l fpinj A for some hereditary torsion theory T, F of finite
type for A.
 .Proof. Recall that a torsion theory T, F for A is hereditary provided
 .that T is closed under subobjects and T, F is said to be of finite type if F
 .is closed under direct limits. We shall use the fact that T, F is hereditary
 .of finite type if and only if it is of the form lim S , F for some Serre
w xsubcategory S of fp A 11, Corollary 2.10 .
 .  .1 « 2 follows immediately from the definition of a definable
subcategory.
 .  .2 m 3 follows from Lemma 4.3.
 .  .  < 42 « 4 Consider the class F s X g A X : Y for some Y g B .
We claim that F is the torsion-free class for some hereditary torsion
theory of finite type for A. First observe that F is closed under direct
limits, products and subobjects by Lemma 4.4. Now consider F as a full
subcategory of A. The inclusion functor F ª A has a left adjoint f : A ª
F, which is constructed as follows. For X g A let Y , i g I, be the set ofi
 .quotient objects of X which are in F. Define f X to be the image and
 .t X the kernel of the canonical morphism X ª  Y . Also definei i
< <T s X g A Hom X , F s 0 s X g A Hom X , B s 0 4  4 .  .
and note that S s T l fp A is a Serre subcategory of fp A. We claim that
 .  .t X g lim S for X g fp A. To this end write t X s lim U as directi
limit of finitely generated subobjects. We need to show that U g S for alli
i. Suppose that U s U f S . Then there is a nonzero morphism f : U ª Yi
for some Y g B and f extends to a morphism c : X ª Y, since Y is
fp-injective. But the adjointness property of f implies that c factors
 .  .through X ª f X . Therefore f U s 0, a contradiction to our assump-
 .tion. Thus t X g lim S . Now let X s lim X be an arbitrary object in Ai
written as direct limit of finitely presented objects. We obtain an exact
sequence
0 ª lim t X ª X ª lim f X ª 0 .  .i i
 .  .with lim t X g lim S and lim f X g F, since both lim S and F arei i
 .closed under direct limits. We conclude that lim S , F is a torsion theory
for A, which is hereditary of finite type.
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 .  .4 « 1 Suppose we have B s F l fpinj A for some hereditary
 .torsion theory T, F of finite type for A. The assertion follows immedi-
ately if we take S s T l fp A as defining subcategory for B, since
 <  . 4F s X g A Hom S , X s 0 .
The following consequence has been proved by Crawley]Boevey for
module categories using some different arguments.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A be an exactly definable category. For a full
subcategory B of A the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 B is definable.
 .2 B is closed under direct limits, products, and pure subobjects.
 .3 B is closed under reduced products and pure subobjects.
We present another consequence of Proposition 4.5.
COROLLARY 4.7. Let A be an exactly definable category and ¨iew the
  .op .canonical equi¨ alence A ª Ex C A , Ab as an identification. There is a
 .bijecti¨ e correspondence between Serre subcategories of C A and definable
subcategories of A. The correspondence is gi¨ en by
<S ¬ M g A M S s 0 and B ¬ Ker M . 4 . F
MgB
  <  . 4.Proof. The assignment S ¬ lim S , X Hom S , X s 0 yields a bi-
 .jection between the Serre subcategories of C A and the hereditary
 . w xtorsion theories of finite type for D A by 11, Corollary 2.0 . The asser-
tion follows from the fact that any hereditary torsion theory is completely
determined by the class of injective objects which are torsion-free.
We proceed with two results which allow us to construct definable
subcategories. The following observation is of independent interest.
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let A be an exactly definable category. Suppose that
 X rF , j g J, is a set of reduced products and let G be a filter on J. Letig I i jj
 < <I s D I be the disjoint union of the I 's and define F s K : I j K l Ijg J j j
4 4  .g F g G . Then F is a filter on I and   X rF rG ,  X rF.j jg J ig I i j ig I ij
wProof. It is well known that the assertion holds for abelian groups 10,
x  op .Theorem 6.8 . Thus the assertion holds for any functor category C , Ab ,
 op .and an equivalence A ª Ex C , Ab allows us to deduce this result for an
exactly definable category.
Remark 4.9. If G and all F 's are ultrafilters, then F is also anj
ultrafilter.
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COROLLARY 4.10. Let C be a class of objects of an exactly definable
category A. Then the pure subobjects of reduced products of objects in C form
a definable subcategory of A.
Proof. The reduced products of objects in C form a class of objects
which is closed under reduced products by the preceding proposition.
Taking the full subcategory of pure subobjects, the assertion follows from
Lemma 4.4 and the characterization of definable subcategories in Corol-
lary 4.6.
COROLLARY 4.11. Let M be an object of an exactly definable category.
Then there is a pure monomorphisms from M into a pure-injecti¨ e object
which is a direct summand of a reduced power  MrF of M.I
 4Proof. Apply the preceding result with C s M .
To give another application of Corollary 4.6, we need the following
lemma.
LEMMA 4.12. Let A be a locally coherent category. If C is a full additi¨ e
subcategory of fp A, then the subcategory lim C of A is closed under
subobjects from fpinj A.
Proof. Let f : X ª lim C be a monomorphism in A with X g fpinj Ai
and C g C for all i. To show that X g lim C , we need to check that anyi
wmorphism c : Y ª X with Y g fp A factors through some object in C 3,
xLemma 4.1 . Let x : Y ª C be a morphism such that f (c factorizesi
through x . The morphism c factorizes through the canonical morphism
Y ª Im x , since f is a monomorphism, and the corresponding morphism
Im x ª X can be extended to a morphism C ª X, since X is fp-injective.i
Thus X g lim C.
Recall that a subcategory D of C is said to be co¨ariantly finite provided
that every object X g C has a left D-approximation, i.e., a morphism
 X .  X.X ª Y with Y g D such that the induced map Hom Y, Y ª Hom X, Y
is surjective for every Y X g D.
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let A be a locally finitely presented category with
products and suppose that C is a full additi¨ e subcategory of fp A. Then
lim C is a definable subcategory of A if and only if C is co¨ariantly finite in
fp A.
Proof. The category A is exactly definable by Proposition 2.4. The
subcategory lim C is closed under direct limits and closed under pure
subobjects by the preceding lemma. Furthermore, lim C is closed under
products if and only if C is covariantly finite in fp A by a result of
w xCrawley]Boevey 3, Theorem 4.2 . Thus the assertion follows from Corol-
lary 4.6
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5. DEFINABLE QUOTIENT CATEGORIES
Let A be an exactly definable category. A category B together with a
functor q : A ª B is called a definable quotient category of A if there
 .  op .exists a Serre subcategory S of C A and an equivalence f : Ex S , Ab
 .  < .   .op .ª B such that q M s f M for all M g A s Ex C A , Ab . WeS
shall give a categorical explanation of this definition in Section 7. The aim
of this section is a description of the full subcategory pinj B of pure-injec-
tive objects in B. We shall also describe the full subcategory fp B of
finitely presented objects in case that A is locally finitely presented. The
following definition is needed.
Let C be an additive category and suppose that S is an additive
subcategory of C. Then one can form the stable quotient category C S
which is additive and admits an additive quotient functor q : C ª C S
 .such that q S s 0. The objects of C S are those of C , and for every
pair X, Y of objects the group of morphisms X ª Y in C S is
 .Hom X, Y modulo the subgroup of morphisms which factor through anC
object in S . The quotient functor q is characterized by the property that
 .every additive functor f : C ª D between additive categories with f S s
0 induces a unique additive functor f : C S ª D such that f s f ( q.
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be an exactly definable category and fix a Serre
 . Xsubcategory of C A . Denote by A the corresponding definable subcategory
and by A Y the corresponding definable quotient category. Then the canonical
functors A X ª A and A ª A Y send pure-injecti¨ e objects to pure-injecti¨ e
X Yobjects and induce an equi¨ alence pinj A pinj A ª pinj A .
We postpone a proof of this theorem and begin with some preparations.
 .Let C be an additive category and suppose that the category fp C , Ab of
finitely presented functors C ª Ab is abelian. Suppose that i : D ª C is
the inclusion of a full additive subcategory and let q : C ª C D.
LEMMA 5.2. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 D is co¨ariantly finite.
 . U  .op  .op2 The left exact functor i : fp D, Ab ª fp C , Ab which ex-
 .   . .tends Hom X, y ¬ Hom i X , y has a left adjoint.
 .  .op3 The restriction X ¬ X ( i induces a functor i# : fp C , Ab ª
 .opfp D, Ab .
op op .  .In this case i# is exact and q# : fp C D, Ab ª fp C , Ab induces an
op .equi¨ alence between fp C D, Ab and Ker i#. Moreo¨er, Ker i# is a
 .oplocalizing subcategory and i# induces an equi¨ alence fp C , Ab r Ker i#
 .opª fp D, Ab .
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w xProof. See 12, Theorem 3.4 for most parts. The rest follows easily,
from the fact that i# is a left adjoint of the fully faithful functor i*.
Now let A be an abelian category and denote by inj A the full subcate-
gory of injective objects in A. Recall from Lemma 2.7 that A ª
 .op  . <fp inj A, Ab , X ¬ Hom X, y , is an equivalence provided that Ainj A
has sufficiently many injectives. We use this fact to obtain our next result.
THEOREM 5.3. Let A be an abelian category with injecti¨ e en¨elopes.
There is a bijecti¨ e correspondence between localizing subcategories of A and
co¨ariantly finite full additi¨ e subcategories of inj A which are closed under
direct summands. The correspondence is gi¨ en by
<C ¬ X g inj A Hom C , X s 0 and 4 .
<I ¬ X g A Hom X , I s 0 . 4 .
If C is a localizing subcategory of A, then the right adjoint A ª C of the
inclusion and the right adjoint ArC ª A of the quotient functor send injecti¨ e
objects to injecti¨ e objects and induce an equi¨ alence inj A inj ArC ª
inj C.
Proof. If C is a localizing subcategory, then the quotient cateogry ArC
has sufficiently many injectives and the section functor ArC ª A identi-
fies inj ArC with the full subcategory I of objects X g inj A, satisfying
 . w xHom C , X s 0 5, III, Corollaire 3.2 . Thus the section functor is of the
U  .op  .opform i : fp I, Ab ª fp inj A, Ab , and I is covariantly finite by the
preceding lemma, since the quotient functor is a left adjoint of iU. The rest
of the assertion follows similarly from the preceding lemma.
Our result about exactly definable quotient categories is now a conse-
quence.
 .Proof of Theorem 5.1. We shall use the locally coherent category D A .
 .We fix a Serre subcategory S of C A and the corresponding sequence of
functors,
qi
S ª C A ª C A rS , .  .
induces a sequence
U qUiY XD A ª D A ª D A .  .  .
w x Uby Lemma 1.1. It is shown in 11, Theorem 2.8 that i induces an
 Y . U Uequivalence between D A and Ker q . Moreover, Ker q is a localizing
 . Usubcategory of D A and q induces an equivalence between
 . U  X. U UD A rKer q and D A . Restricting the right adjoints of i and q to
the full subcategories of fp-injective objects, we obtain, up to equivalence,
the functors A ª A Y and A X ª A. The assertion now follows from the
preceding theorem.
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We have seen in the previous section a method for constructing defin-
able subcategories for locally finitely presented categories. Our next result
discusses the corresponding definable quotient categories.
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be a locally finite presented category with products
and suppose that C is a co¨ariantly finite full additi¨ e subcategory of fp A.
XThen A s lim C is a definable subcategory which is locally finitely pre-
sented. The corresponding definable quotient category A Y is also locally finitely
presented and the canonical functor A ª A Y induces an equi¨ alence
X Yfp A fp A ª fp A .
Proof. We have already shown in Proposition 4.13 that A X is definable.
Also we know from Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.7 that an exactly
 .definable category B is locally finitely presented iff C B is equivalent to
 .opfp D, Ab for some additive category D. In this case fp B and D are
canonically equivalent and the assertion now follows from Lemma 5.2.
6. THE ZIEGLER SPECTRUM
Let A be an exactly definable category and recall that there is a fully
 .faithful functor A ª D A into a locally coherent category which identi-
 .fies the pure injectives in A with the injectives in D A . We shall use this
fact in studying the Ziegler spectrum Zsp A of A, which is by definition the
set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable pure-injective objects in A.
It will be convenient to identify each isomorphism class in Zsp A with a
w xrepresentative belonging to it. We follow Ziegler 20 and introduce a
  .op .topology on Zsp A. To this end, identify A s Ex C A , Ab . Let X be
any class of objects in A. We shall frequently identify X s M if X consists
 .of a single object M. Denote by S X the Serre subcategory D Ker MM g X
 .  .  .  <  .of C A . For a subcategory S of C A , let F S s M g Zsp A M S
4   ..s 0 . We call X s F S X the Ziegler closure of X .
LEMMA 6.1. The assignment
U ¬ U s F S U . .
is a closure operator on the Ziegler spectrum Zsp A of A, i.e., the subsets
U : Zsp A satisfying U s U form the closed sets of a topology on Zsp A.
w xProof. See 11, Lemma 4.1 .
w xWe refer the reader to 11 for a further discussion of this topology. We
point out, however, the following result.
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THEOREM 6.2. Let A be an exactly definable category. There is a bijecti¨ e
 .inclusion re¨ersing correspondence between Serre subcategories of C A and
closed subsets of Zsp A. The correspondence is gi¨ en by
S ¬ F S and U ¬ S U . .  .
w xProof. See 11, Theorem 4.2 .
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A X be a definable subcategory of A and denote by
A Y the corresponding definable quotient category. Then the canonical functor
A X ª A induces a homomorphism Zsp A X ª Zsp A onto a closed subset of
Zsp A, and the canonical functor A ª A Y induces a homeomorphism Zsp A
R Zsp A X ª Zsp A Y.
w xProof. See 11, Corollary 4.4 .
7. FUNCTORS BETWEEN EXACTLY
DEFINABLE CATEGORIES
Let A and B be a pair of exactly definable categories. In this section
we exhibit the properties of certain functors between A and B. Given an
 .  .exact functor f : C B ª C A , the corresponding restriction functor
  .op .   .op .C A , Ab ª C B , Ab , X ¬ X ( f induces a functor f# : A ª B if
  .op .   .op .one identifies A s Ex C A , Ab and B s Ex C B , Ab . We call a
functor A ª B definable if it is naturally equivalent to a functor of the
 .  .form f# for some exact f : C B ª C A . Our aim in this section is to
discuss the basic properties of such functors. We start with some categori-
cal properties.
PROPOSITION 7.1. The exactly definable categories together with the defin-
able functors form a category with kernels and cokernels. If f : A ª B is a
definable functor, then Ker f is the definable subcategory of all objects X g A
 .such that f X s 0, and Coker f is a definable quotient category of B. The
kernel of the canonical functor B ª Coker f is the smallest definable subcat-
 .egory containing f X for all X g A.
Proof. The assertion follows from the corresponding statement for the
category of skeletally small abelian categories. To this end let f : C ª D
be an exact functor. Let Ker f be the full subcategory of all objects X g C
 .such that f X s 0. Denote by S the smallest Serre subcategory of D
 .containing f X for all X g C and define Coker f s DrS . Then it is
easily checked that the inclusion Ker f ª C is a kernel and that the
quotient functor D ª Coker f is a cokernel in the categorical sense.
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We proceed now with a characterization of definable functors. It is
obvious from the definition that a definable functor commutes with direct
limits and products. The next result discusses the converse of this observa-
tion.
THEOREM 7.2. Let A and B be a pair of exactly definable categories and
suppose that A is locally finitely presented. Then a functor A ª B is definable
if and only if it commutes with direct limits and products. More precisely, there
is, up to isomorphism, a natural and bijecti¨ e correspondence between exact
 .  .functors C B ª C A and functors A ª B commuting with direct limits
and products. The correspondence is gi¨ en by
op op
f : C B ª C A ¬ f# : Ex C A , Ab ª Ex C B , Ab . .  .  .  . .  .
Proof. We construct an inverse for f ¬ f# as follows. Suppose that
f : A ª B commutes with direct limits and products and fix the fully
 .  . wfaithful functors d : A ª D A and d : B ª D B . It is shown in 12,A B
xProperty 10.4 that d ( f extends, up to isomorphism, uniquely to a leftB
 .  .exact functor g : D A ª D B which commutes with direct limits and
w xproducts. It follows from the adjoint functor theorem 16, V, Corollary 3.2
 .  .that g has a left adjoint D B ª D A , which is exact, since g preserves
injectives by our characterization in Theorem 2.6. Moreover, a left adjoint
wsends finitely presented objects to finitely presented objects by 12, Lemma
x6.1 , since the right adjoint commutes with direct limits. Thus we obtain an
U  .  .  .  .  .exact functor f : C B ª C A , since C A s fp D A and C B s
 .fp D B by definition. We leave it to the reader to check that the
assignments f ¬ f# and f ¬ f U are mutually inverse to each other.
w xMoreover, using 16, V, Proposition 2.1 , it is not hard to check that these
 .assignments are natural, i.e., there are natural bijections Hom f , g ª
 .  .  .Hom g#, f# for each pair of exact functors f and g from C B to C A .
The preceding proof shows that one needs to study certain functors
between locally coherent categories to understand the definable functors
between exactly definable categories. We begin with some preparations.
To this end fix a locally coherent category A. For X g fp A we denote by
 .Latt X the lattice of subobjects in fp A.fp
LEMMA 7.3. Let X g fp A. There is a bijecti¨ e correspondence between
 .subobjects of X in A and ideals in Latt X . The correspondence is gi¨ en byfp
<U ¬ I s Y g Latt X Y : U and I ¬ U s Y . . 4 fp
YgI
Proof. Straightforward.
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 . yFor each subset I : Latt X , we denote its complement by I .fp
Recall that an object X is irreducible if it is not the sum of two proper
subobjects. Dually, X is coirreducible if any two nonzero subobjects have
nonzero intersection. Note that XrU is coirreducible iff U cannot be
written as the intersection of two strictly bigger subobjects of X.
LEMMA 7.4. Let U be a subobject of X g fp A and denote by I the
 .corresponding ideal in Latt X . Then XrU is coirreducible iff for each pairfp
y  .  . yY , Y g I there is Y g I such that Y q Y l Y q Y g I .1 2 1 2
Proof. We show one direction, the other one being similar. So suppose
y  .that XrU is coirreducible and let Y , Y g I . It follows that Y q U l1 2 1
 .Y q U is strictly bigger than U. Thus there is a finitely generated2
 .  . ysubobject W : Y q U l Y q U which lies in I . Writing W s Y q1 2 i
 .  . yU for some U g I, i s 1, 2, we obtain Y q Y l Y q Y s W g Ii i 1 2
for Y s U q U g I.1 2
 .  .LEMMA 7.5. Let I, F be a pair of nonempty subsets of Latt X suchfp
 .  .that for each pair Y , Y g F there is Y g I with Y q Y l Y q Y g F.1 2 1 2
If T is a maximal ideal such that I : T and T l F s B, then XrU with
U s  Y is coirreducible.Y g T
Proof. Let Y , Y g Ty. It follows from the maximality of T that there1 2
are U g T and V g F such that V : Y q U for i s 1, 2. Choose V g Ii i i i i
 .  .  .such that V q V l V q V g F. We obtain for Y s V q U q U g1 2 1 2
T that
V q V l V q V : Y q Y l Y q Y g Ty, .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
ysince F : T .
Given any Grothendieck category A, we denote by Sp A the set of
isomorphism classes of indecomposable injective objects in A. The next
w xlemma is based on 18, Proposition 2 .
LEMMA 7.6. Let f : A ª B be a faithful exact functor between locally
coherent categories which preser¨ es direct limits and finitely presented objects.
Denote by g : B ª A a right adjoint. If M g Sp A, then there is a monomor-
 .phism f : M ª g N for some N g Sp B.
Proof. We may assume that A is a subcategory of B, and we refer to
Lemma 1.1 for the existence of a right adjoint g for the inclusion. Now let
XrU be a finitely generated nonzero subobject of M g A with X g fp A,
 y.  .and denote by I, I the corresponding pair of subsets of Latt X withfp
 < 4 y  .I s Y g fp A Y : U and I s Latt X R I. Passing to the lattice offp
finitely presented subobjects of X in B, we may apply Zorn's lemma to
find a maximal ideal I : T missing Iy. Thus U : V s  Y, and XrVY g T
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is coirreducible in B by the preceding lemma. Moreover, for any nonzero
morphism f : Y ª XrU in A, the composition p (f with the canonical
morphism p : XrU ª XrV is again nonzero. Now let x : XrV ª N be
an injective envelope and let c : M ª N be a morphism which extends
 .x (p . Denote by j : g X ª X the functorial morphism defined for eachX
X g B which reflects the adjointness of g. In particular, there is a
 .morphism h : X ª g X in A for each X g A such that j (h s id .X X X X
 .We claim that f s g c (h is a monomorphism. To this end assume thatM
 .Ker f / 0. Thus XrU l Ker f / 0 and therefore p XrU l Ker f / 0.
 .This implies that c XrU l Ker f / 0, contradicting the fact that c s
j (f. Thus the proof is complete.N
Given a definable functor f : A ª B, we can now formulate some
relation between Zsp A and Zsp B induced by f.
PROPOSITION 7.7. Let f : A ª B be a definable functor. Then for e¨ery
 .M g Zsp B there is a pure monomorphism M ª f N for some N g Zsp A
if and only if Coker f s 0.
 .Proof. Suppose first that Coker f s 0. Thus the exact functor C B ª
 .C A corresponding to f is faithful and extends therefore to a faithful
 .  .exact functor g : D B ª D A which commutes with direct limits by
Lemma 1.1 The assertion now follows from the preceding lemma, since a
right adjoint of g is naturally equivalent to f when restricted to the
fp-injective objects. If Coker f / 0, then the pure subobjects of objects in
 . Xf A belong to a proper definable subcategory of B of B by Proposition
X7.1. Thus Zsp B R B / B by Theorem 6.2 and this finishes the proof.
We are now in a position the prove the main result of this section. Note
 . wthat part 4 of the following theorem generalizes a result of Prest 18,
xTheorem 3 .
THEOREM 7.8. Let A and B be a pair of exactly definable categories. A
definable functor f : A ª B has the following properties:
 .1 f sends pure-injecti¨ e objects to pure-injecti¨ e objects and pure-exact
sequences to pure-exact sequences.
 .2 If X is a definable subcategory of B, then the full subcategory
y1 .  .f X of objects X g A with f X g X is a definable subcategory of A.
 .3 If X is a class of objects in A, then the Ziegler closure f X equals .
 .the set of indecomposable direct summands of objects in f X .
 .4 If f induces a map Zsp f : Zsp A ª Zsp B, then this map is
continuous and closed.
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Proof. We may assume that f is of the form
op op
Ex C A , Ab ª Ex C B , Ab , X ¬ X ( g .  . .  .
 .  .for some exact functor g : C B ª C A .
 .1 Follows the definition of pure-injectivity and Lemma 3.1.
 .2 Recall that X is definable iff it is closed under direct limits,
products, and pure subobjects. The assertion follows since f preserves
 .direct limits, products, and pure monomorphisms by 1 .
 . X3 Let A be the smallest definable subcategory of A containing X
X  .and let B be the smallest definable subcategory of B containing f X .
X  X.Note that B is also the smallest definable subcategory containing f A .
The functors f and g induce commutative diagrams
f X XgX X X X6 6 .  .A B C A C B
66
66
j qpi
f g6
6BA  . . C BC A
where i and j are inclusions and p and q are isomorphic to the quotient
 .  .  .  .functors C A ª C A rS and C B ª C B rT such that S corre-
sponds to A X and T corresponds to BX. Furthermore, the composition
p( g induces the functor gX, making the above diagram commutative, since
Ker p( g s Ker q by construction. The functor gX is faithful and extends
 X.  X .therefore to a faithful exact functor D B ª D A , which commutes
  X.op .with direct limits by Lemma 1.1. The restriction functor Lex C A , Ab
  X.op . X  X.  X.ª Lex C B , Ab , X ¬ X ( g , provides right adjoint D A ª D B ,
which coincides with f X when restricted to the exact functors. Now the
assertion follows from Lemma 7.6.
 .4 We say that f induces a map Zsp f : Zsp A ª Zsp B provided
that f preserves indecomposable pure-injectives. Such a map is continuous
 .  .by 2 and closed by 3 .
8. THE ENDOCATEGORY OF AN OBJECTS
In this section we concentrate on properties of a single object M of an
exactly definable category A. We shall view the object M as an exact
 .op   .op .functor M : C A ª Ab via the identification A s Ex C A , Ab , and
 .we denote by S s Ker M the corresponding Serre subcategory of C A .M
 .op  .opLet G s End M , so that M becomes naturally a functor C A ª
op  . .Mod G. It induces a faithful exact functor M : C A rS ª Mod G,M
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and we call the image E of M the endocategory of M. We shall tacitlyM
assume that the subcategory E of Mod G is closed under isomorphisms.M
LEMMA 8.1. The endocategory E of M is abelian and the inclusionM
E ª Mod G is an exact functor.M
Let A be the definable subcategory of A which consists of all functorsM
in A vanishing on S . We call A generated by M, since it is the smallestM M
definable subcategory of A containing M.
PROPOSITION 8.2. The category A consists of all pure subobjects ofM
 .opreduced powers of M. The functor C A ª Mod G corresponding to MM
 .induces an antiequi¨ alence between C A and the endocategory E of M.M M
Proof. It is shown in Corollary 4.10 that the pure subobjects of reduced
powers of M form a definable subcategory of A which is clearly the
smallest containing M, since A is closed under reduced products andM
 .pure subobjects. The second assertion follows from the fact that C AM
 .and C A rS are equivalent.M
The next result shows that pure-injectivity depends only on the inclusion
E ª Mod G.M
PROPOSITION 8.3. An object M is pure-injecti¨ e if and only if for e¨ery
object X of the endocategory E and for e¨ery codirected family X , i g I, ofM i
subobjects of X in E the canonical morphism X ª lim XrX in Mod GM ig I i
is an epimorphism.
 .Proof. We view M as an object of the locally coherent category D A .
Using Baer's criterion as stated in Lemma 2.5, M is pure-injective iff for
 .every Y g C A any subobject U of Y induces an epimorphism
 .  .Hom Y, M ª Hom U, M , equivalently if any directed family of subob-
 .  .jects U , i g I, in C A induces an epimorphism Hom Y, M ªi
 .  .  .Hom lim U , M , lim Hom U , M . Replacing X s Hom Y, M and Xi i i
 . s Hom YrU , M , the assertion follows, since X g E iff X , Hom Y,i M
.  .M for some Y g C A by Corollary 2.10
Our next aim is to show that the construction of the endocategory is
somehow functorial.
THEOREM 8.4. Let A and B be a pair of exactly definable categories and
suppose that f : A ª B is a definable functor. If M is an object in A and
f : G ª G is the ring homomorphism induced by f , where G sM f M . X
 .opEnd X for any object X, then f# : Mod G ª Mod G induces anf M . M
exact and faithful functor E ª E .f M . M
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Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 7.8. Thus we may
  .op .   .op .assume that f is of the form Ex C A , Ab ª Ex C B , Ab , X ª
 .  .X ( g for some exact functor g : C B ª C A . The functors f and g
induce commutative diagrams:
6
6 .  .A B C A C BM f M . M f M .
66
66
f g6
6BA B  . . C BC A
 .  .where the functor C B ª C A is faithful and exact. Using thef M . M
 .  .antiequivalences C A ª E and C B ª E induced by M andM M f M . f M .
 .f M , respectively, the assertion follows.
9. S-PURE INJECTIVES
In this section we give various characterizations of objects M having the
property that the endocategory E is artinian, i.e., every object in E isM M
artinian. This generalizes well-known results about S-pure-injective mod-
ules over a ring. We shall prove our results in the context of locally
coherent categories. To this end recall that a Grothendieck category A is
 .said to be locally noetherian locally finite provided that A has a generat-
 .ing set of noetherian finite-length objects. Note that in such a category
 .fp A consists precisely of the noetherian finite-length objects of A. In
particular, A is locally coherent. We start with a series of preliminary
results.
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let A be a locally noetherian category. Then e¨ery
fp-injecti¨ e object in A is injecti¨ e.
Proof. The assertion follows from Baer's criterion as stated in Lemma
2.5, since any finitely generated object is finitely presented.
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let A be a locally noetherian category. Then e¨ery
fp-injecti¨ e object in A is a coproduct of indecomposable objects with a local
endomorphism ring.
Proof. Let M be a nonzero fp-injective object and choose a finitely
generated nonzero subobject X of M. By Zorn's lemma, there exists a
maximal fp-injective subobject U of M which does not contain X. The
subobject U is injective by the preceding result, and it follows that
M s U @V for some object V. Moreover, V is indecomposable, since a
decomposition of V would contradict the maximality of U. Thus M has an
indecomposable direct summand. Using Zorn's lemma, we can find a
 .maximal set U of indecomposable fp-injective subobjects of M suchi ig I
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that the sum N s  U is direct. Again, N is a direct summand of Mig I i
and its complement is zero, since otherwise an indecomposable direct
 .summand could be adjoined to U . Now the assertion follows, sincei ig I
indecomposable injective objects have a local endomorphism ring.
To simplify the next proofs, we introduce the following notation. We fix
a locally coherent category A and some fp-injective object M g A. Sup-
 .pose also that M cogenerates fp A, i.e., Hom X, M / 0 for every nonzero
 .X g fp A. Let f s X be an ascending chain X : X : ??? ofi ig N 1 2
finitely presented subobjects of some X g fp A. Given any object N g A,
 .  .we view N s Hom XrX , N as a subgroup of Hom X, N and obtainf ii
 .therefore a descending chain ??? : N : N in Hom X, N .f f2 1
PROPOSITION 9.3. If the canonial morphism M N. ª M N is a split mono,
then A is locally noetherian.
 .Proof. Let f s X be a proper ascending chain X : X : ??? ofi ig N 1 2
finitely presented subobjects of some X g fp A, which induces a proper
descending chain . . . M : M . Choose u g M R M for all i g Nf f i f f2 1 i iq1
 .  N.and denote by u s u the corresponding morphism in Hom X, M . Byi
assumption, the canonical monomorphism M N. ª M N has an inverse
p : M N ª M N.. The composition p (u : X ª M N. factors through the
first n y 1 copies of M in M N. for some n g N, since X is finitely
 .  .presented. Now write u s u q u q u with u / 0 iff i - n, u- n n ) n - n i n i
 .  N./ 0 iff i s n, and u / 0 iff i ) n. Note that u g M . We) n i ) n f nq 1
 N..obtain p (u s p (u , and therefore p (u s yp (u g M s- n n ) n f nq 1
 .N.M . Thus u g M , contradicting the choice of u , and thisf n f nnq 1 nq1
finishes the proof.
 .LEMMA 9.4. Let M be a family of objects in A and suppose thatn ng N
 .M s  M s @ N for some family N of objects in A. Ifng N n ig I i i ig I
 .f s X is an ascending chain in fp A, then there exists m g N suchi ig N
 . .  .that p  M : F N for almost all i g I, wherei nG m n f ng N i fm n
 .  .p : Hom X, M ª Hom X, N denotes the canonical projection.i i
Proof. Assume the conclusion to be false. We obtain a sequence
 .n of natural numbers with n ) n and sequences of pairwisej jg N jq1 j
 .different elements i g I and u g P , M , respectively, satisfyingj j nG n n f nj j
 .  .  .p u f N and p u s 0 for k - j. Now let u s  u gi j i f i k jg N jj j n jjq1
 .  .  .  .Hom X, M . We have p u s p u q p  u / 0, since theng N n i i j i k ) j kj j j
 .second summand lies in N , whereas the first does not. On the otheri fj n jq1
hand, the morphism u factors through a finite sum @ N for someig J i
J : I, since X is finitely presented. This contradiction finishes the proof.
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PROPOSITION 9.5. If any countable product of copies of M is a direct sum
of objects with local endomorphism ring, then A is locally noetherian.
Proof. Let M N s @ N , where all N have a local endomorphismig I i i
ring. We may apply the Krull]Remak]Schmidt]Azumaya theorem. Thus
any indecomposable direct summand N of M occurs, up to isomorphism,
 .  .an infinite number of times in the family N . Now let f s X bei ig I i ig N
an ascending chain of finitely presented subobjects of some X g fp A.
With the previous observation, it follows immediately from the preceding
lemma that there exists m g N such that N : F N for all inde-f ng N fm n
composable direct summands N of M. Therefore M : F M , andf ng N fm n
X s X s ??? follows, since M cogenerates fp A. This finishes them mq1
proof.
Recall that an object M is S-injecti¨ e if any coproduct of copies of M is
injective. Similarly, M is S-pure-injecti¨ e if any coproduct of copies of M is
pure-injective. Combining the results of this section, we obtain the follow-
ing characterization of a S-pure-injective object.
THEOREM 9.6. Let A be an exactly definable category. Then the following
are equi¨ alent for an object M in A:
 .1 M is S-pure-injecti¨ e.
 .2 Any countable coproduct of copies of M is pure-injecti¨ e.
 . N. N3 The canonical morphism M ª M is a split mono.
 .4 Any product of copies of M is a direct sum of indecomposable
objects with local endomorphism ring.
 .5 Any countable product of copies of M is a direct sum of indecom-
posable objects with local endomorphism ring.
 .6 The endocategory E of M is artinian.M
Proof. We pass from A to the definable subcategory generated by M.
 .The category D A is locally coherent and we view M as an fp-injectiveM
 .object which cogenerates C A . The assertion now follows from theM
preceding propositions, since each condition characterizes the fact that
 .D A is locally noetherian. In particular, one uses for the last conditionM
 .the fact that there is an antiequivalence between C A and E byM M
Proposition 8.2.
Remark 9.7. A decomposition into indecomposables with local endo-
morphism ring is essentially unique by the Krull]Remak]Schmidt]Azu-
maya theorem.
We continue with some properties of S-pure-injective objects. Our first
result is a characterization in terms of the Ziegler spectrum. Recall that M
denotes the Ziegler closure of an object M g A.
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COROLLARY 9.8. The following are equi¨ alent for an object M g A:
 .1 M is S-pure-injecti¨ e.
 .2 E¨ery product of copies of M is a coproduct of copies of objects
in M.
 .3 The coproducts of copies of objects in M form a definable subcate-
gory of A.
Moreo¨er, in this case M consists precisely of all isoclasses of indecomposable
direct summands of products of copies of M.
 .  .Proof. The equivalence of the conditions 1 ] 3 is a direct conse-
quence of the preceding theorem. The last assertion is shown as follows. If
N g Zsp A is a direct summand of some product of copies of M, then N
belongs to A and therefore to M. Conversely, any N g M embeds purelyM
in some product of copies of M, since the canonical functor d : A ªM
 .D A identifies M with an injective cogenerator by the lemma below.M
LEMMA 9.9. If M g A is S-pure-injecti¨ e, then the canonical functor
 .  .d : A ª D A identifies M with an injecti¨ e cogenerator for D A .M M M
 .  .  .Proof. The object d M cogenerates C A . Moreover, D A isM M
locally noetherian and therefore finitely generated objects are finitely
 .  .presented. It follows that d M cogenerates D A .M
The rest of this section is devoted to several properties of the endocate-
gory of a S-pure-injective object. We need some lemmas.
LEMMA 9.10. Let A be a locally coherent category. Let M g A be an
 .opinjecti¨ e object and X g fp A. Then e¨ery finitely generated End M -sub-
 .module of Hom X, M is an intersection of subgroups of the form
 .Hom XrU, M with U a finitely presented subobject of X.
 .Proof. A finitely generated submodule has the form Hom XrU, M for
some U : X, since M is injective. In fact one takes U s Fn Ker f , ifis1 i
f , . . . , f are generators of the submodule. Writing U s  U as a sum1 n ig I i
 .of finitely generated subobjects, we obtain Hom XrU, M s
 .F Hom XrU , M , and the assertion follows.ig I i
LEMMA 9.11. Let A be an abelian category and suppose that M g A is an
 .opinjecti¨ e object which cogenerates A. Let G s End M .
 .  .1 If X g A, then Hom X, M is finitely generated o¨er G iff there is a
monomorphism X ª M n for some natural n.
 .  .2 The functor Hom y, M : A ª Mod G is exact and faithful. More-
 .   .  ..o¨er, the induced map Hom X, Y ª Hom Hom Y, M , Hom X, M isG
 .an isomorphism, if Hom Y, M is finitely generated o¨er G.
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 .  .Proof. 1 and the first assertion of 2 are clear. For the surjectivity of
 . wthe maps induced by Hom y, M , we refer to the argument of 19, Lemma
x4.1 .
We have the following consequence.
PROPOSITION 9.12. Let M be a S-pure-injecti¨ e object with G s
 .opEnd M . The endocategory E of M contains the full subcategory of allM
finitely generated G-modules which are submodules of objects in E .M
 .Proof. Pass from A to D A and use the preceding lemmas.M
Objects having the property that the endocategory contains a simple
object are of some interest. Note that S-pure-injectives have this property.
 .opPROPOSITION 9.13. Let M be a pure-injecti¨ e object with G s End M
and let X g E .M
 .1 X is a simple object in E if and only if X is a simple G-module.M
 .2 If M is indecomposable and X is simple, then Grrad G ,
 .  .End X s End X .E GM
 .  .Proof. We shall view M as an object in D A so that X s Hom S, MM
 .  .opfor some object S g C A , E by Corollary 2.10.M M
 .1 One direction is clear. So suppose that X is simple in E . ByM
Lemma 9.10, any finitely generated G-submodule of X is an intersection
 .of subgroups of the form Hom SrU, M with U a subobject of S. But S is
simple and therefore X is a simple G-module.
 .  .2 The functor Hom y, M induces the desired isomorphism. This
follows from the lemma below.
LEMMA 9.14. Let M be an injecti¨ e en¨elope of a simple object S in any
 .opabelian category and let G s End M .
 .  .1 X s Hom S, M is a simple G-module.
 .  .2 The functor Hom y, M induces an isomorphism Grrad G ,
 .op  .End S , End X .G
Proof. Straightforward.
Our final result on objects having a simple object in their endocategory
is the following.
PROPOSITION 9.15. Let M g Zsp A. If E contains a simple object, thenM
 4  4M is an open subset of M with respect to the induced topology.
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 4Proof. We may assume that A s A , since M s Zsp A . Note alsoM M
 4that the topology of Zsp A coincides with the topology of M inducedM
 .  .opby that of Zsp A. Let S g C A , E be a simple object. The canoni-M
 .cal functor d : A ª D A identifies M with an injective envelope of S, so
  ..that Hom S, d N s 0 for all N g Zsp A different from M. It follows
from the definition of the topology on Zsp A that the points different from
 4M form a closed subset. Thus M is open.
10. ENDOFINITE OBJECTS
Let A be an exactly definable category and fix M g A with G s
 .opEnd M . This section is devoted to studying the property that the
endocategory E of M is a length category, i.e., every object in E is ofM M
finite length. This leads to the concept of an endofinite object which has
w xbeen introduced by Crawley]Boevey 3, 3.6 . Call M endofinite, if every
object of E is a G-module of finite length.M
PROPOSITION 10.1. Suppose that the endocategory E of M is a lengthM
category. Then E is a full subcategory of Mod G, which consists of modulesM
of finite length. Moreo¨er, E is closed under submodules and factor mod-M
ules.
Proof. We may apply Proposition 9.12, since M is S-pure-injective by
Theorem 9.6. Thus E contains the full subcategory of all finitely gener-M
ated G-modules, which are submodules of objects in E . Using theM
ascending chain condition in E , it follows that every G-submodule of anM
object in E belongs to E . The assertion of the proposition is now aM M
consequence.
THEOREM 10.2. An object M g A is endofinite if and only if the endocat-
egory of M is a length category.
Proof. One direction is trivial and the other follows from the preceding
proposition.
Remark 10.3. An endofinite object is S-pure-injective and therefore it
decomposes into a coproduct of indecomposable objects which are endofi-
nite.
We continue with some further characterizations of endofinite objects.
LEMMA 10.4. Let M g Zsp A and suppose that E contains a simpleM
 4 4object. Then M is endofinite iff M s M .
Proof. Let S be the Serre subcategory of all finite-length objects in
 .  .opC A , E . Using the argument of Proposition 9.15 the canonicalM M
 .  4 4functor d : A ª D A identifies M R M with the set of indecom-M M
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 .posable injective objects N satisfying Hom S , N s 0. We apply now the
bijective correspondence between Serre subcategories and closed subsets
 .  4 4from Theorem 6.2 and conclude that S s C A iff M R M s B.M
 4 4Thus E is a length category iff M s M .M
COROLLARY 10.5. For M g Zsp A the following conditions are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .1 M is endofinite.
 .2 E¨ery product of copies of M is a coproduct of copies of M.
 .3 The coproducts of copies of M form a definable subcategory of A.
 .  44 M is closed in Zsp A and E contains a simple object.M
Proof. Combine the corresponding characterization of indecomposable
S-pure-injectives and the preceding lemma.
Further characterizations of endofinite objects, using the Ziegler spec-
trum, can be found in Corollary 11.3 and Corollary 12.13.
11. LOCALLY COIRREDUCIBLE CATEGORIES
We exhibit two finiteness conditions for exactly definable categories and
discuss their relation. To this end recall that a Grothendieck category A is
locally coirreducible if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions:
 .i Any nonzero injective object in A is the injective envelope of
some coproduct of indecomposable injective objects.
 .ii Any nonzero injective object has an indecomposable direct sum-
mand.
Note that for any localizing subcategory C of A, the category A is locally
coirreducible if and only if C and ArC are locally coirreducible.
 4LEMMA 11.1. Let A be a locally coherent category with Sp A s M .
Then A is locally coirreducible iff A is locally finite.
Proof. Suppose first that A is locally coirreducible. Clearly, A contains
a simple object and we claim that this is finitely presented. To this end
choose any nonzero X g fp A. By our assumption, the injective envelope
of X has an indecomposable direct summand. This implies that X has a
simple subobject which is therefore finitely presented. Now consider the
Serre subcategory S of objects of finite length in fp A. We shall use the
bijective corespondence between Serre subcategories of fp A and closed
subsets of Sp A from Theorem 6.2. We have S / 0, and we conclude that
S s fp A, since Sp A has no proper closed subset. Thus A is locally finite.
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To prove the converse, suppose that A is locally finite and let 0 / N g A
be injective. By definition, N has a subobject of finite length, and we can
even choose a simple subobject S. Taking an injective envelope of S, one
obtains an indecomposable direct summand of N. Thus A is locally
coirreducible.
Now let A be an exactly definable category and consider the following
conditions for M g Zsp A:
 .i The endocategory of M contains a simple object.
 .  4  4ii M is an open subset of M with respect to the induced
topology.
 .  .We have shown in Proposition 9.15 that i implies ii , and we say that A
 .  .has the isolation property if i and ii are equivalent for every M g Zsp A.
This property has been studied by Prest, and the next result is an analog of
w x17, Theorem 10.16 .
THEOREM 11.2. If e¨ery nonzero pure-injecti¨ e object of A has an inde-
composable direct summand, then A has the isolation property.
 4  4Proof. Let M g Zsp A and suppose that M is open in M . Let S
 .be the Serre subcategory of C A which corresponds to the closed setM
 4  . w 4M R M . Then B s lim S is a localizing subcategory of D A 11,M
xTheorem 2.8 and therefore is locally coirreducible by our assumption on
 .  4A. Moreover, the right adjoint of the inclusion B ª D A identifies MM
 w x .with Sp B see 11 for details . The preceding lemma shows that B is
 .locally finite, and a simple object of S s fp B is also simple in C A ,M
op .E . This finishes the proof.M
 4COROLLARY 11.3. Any object M g Zsp A is endofinite if and only if M
is closed and e¨ery nonzero pure-injecti¨ e object belonging to the definable
subcategory generated by M has an indecomposable direct summand.
Proof. The assertion follows from the characterization of endofinite-
ness in Corollary 10.5, together with the preceding theorem.
12. FILTRATIONS AND DIMENSIONS
In this section we introduce a method to study the complexity of an
exactly definable category in terms of filtrations and ordinal valued func-
 w x.tions. We try to cover several concepts e.g., see 6, 17, 20 . In fact, Prest's
w xbook 17 contains a lot of material on this topic.
Let C be a skeletally small abelian category and denote for each object
 .  .X by Latt X the lattice of its subobjects in C. Note that Latt X is a
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modular lattice with 0 and 1. Now suppose that L is a class of modular
lattices which is closed under intervals, quotients, and isomorphisms. An
object X is called an L-object of C if there exists a finite filtration,
0 s X : X : ??? : X s X ,0 1 n
 .  4of X with Latt X rX g L for all i g 1, . . . , n . Note that the L-ob-i iy1
 .jects form a Serre subcategory of C. The L-filtration C of C is defineda
recursively as follows:
C s 0.y1
If a is an ordinal form of the form a s b q 1, then C is the Serrea
subcategory of all objects in C which become L-objects in CrC ,b
If a is a limit ordinal, then C s D C .a g - a g
Let C s D C and define the L-dimension of C as follows. If C s C ,` a a `
then the least ordinal a with C s C is denoted by dim C. Otherwise leta L
dim C s `. Let a and b be ordinals. Taking the appropriate definitionL
 .of the ordinal a [ b e.g., a [ b s a q b q 1, if a and b are finite , one
 wobtains the following property of L-dimensions see 5, IV, Proposition
x.1.1 .
LEMMA 12.1. Suppose that D is a Serre subcategory of C. Then
sup dim D , dim CrC F dim C F dim D [ dim CrD. .L L L L L
Now let A be an exactly definable category, and we may assume that
 op .  .A s Ex C , Ab . The L-filtration C of C induces the L-filtrationa a
 .  <  . 4A of A if we define A s M g A M C s 0 for each ordinal a .a a a a
Thus we obtain the following chain of definable subcategories of A:
??? : A : A : A s A.1 0 y1
The L-dimension of A, denoted by dim A, is the L-dimension of C. TheL
L-dimension dim M of an object M g A is, by definition, the L-dimen-L
sion dim A of the definable subcategory generated by M.L M
We state some basic properties of L-dimensions and consider for L the
following examples to illustrate the notion of L-dimension:
fin s the class of all lattices of finite length.
noeth s the class of all lattices having the ascending chain condition.
ser s the class of all lattices which are chains.
PROPOSITION 12.2. Let A X be a definable subcategory of A and denote by
A Y the corresponding definable quotient category. Then
sup dim A X , dim A Y F dim A F dim A X [ dim A Y . .L L L L L
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PROPOSITION 12.3. Let A be an exactly definable category and let 0 / M
g A.
 .1 dim M s 0 if and only if M is endofinite.fin
 .2 dim M s 0 if and only if M is S-pure-injecti¨ e.noeth
 .3 dim A F dim A, and dim A s ` if and only ifnoeth fin noeth
dim A s `.fin
 .4 dim A F dim A.ser fin
THEOREM 12.4. If dim A - ` or dim A - `, then e¨ery nonzerofin ser
pure-injecti¨ e object in A has an indecomposable direct summand.
Proof. Let 0 / M g A be pure-injective. Clearly, we may assume by
Proposition 12.2 that A s A . We identify M with the correspondingM
 .object in D A and we can choose a nonzero morphism f : X ª M with
 .X g C A by Corollary 2.10. By definition, there exists a finite filtration0
0 s X : X : ??? : X s X of X such that X rX is of finite length0 1 n i iy1
 .  .  .  .uniserial in C A , and hence of finite length uniserial in D A for all i.
 .Choose i minimal with f X / 0. and denote by c : X rX ª M thei i iy1
 .induced morphism. Taking Y s X rX rKer c , this morphism inducesi iy1
 .a monomorphism Y ª M, and Y is of finite length uniserial . In fact, we
may assume that Y is simple or uniserial. Thus Y has an indecomposable
injective envelope which is isomorphic to a direct summand of M. This
finishes the proof.
COROLLARY 12.5. If dim A - ` or dim A - `, then A has thefin ser
isolation property.
Proof. Combine the preceding theorem with Theorem 11.2.
Remark 12.6. A stronger result holds in case that dim A - `. In fact,fin
the definition of dim immediately implies that the endocategory of everyfin
nonzero objects contains a simple object.
Our next aim is a classification of the indecomposable pure-injective
objects provided that dim exists. We shall derive this result from afin
corresponding result for locally coherent categories. To this end let A be a
 .locally coherent category with C s fp A. The L-filtration C of Ca a
 .induces the L-filtration A of A if we define A s lim C for eacha a a a
ordinal a . Note that each A is a localizing subcategory of finite type bya
w x11, Theorem 2.8 . We denote for each a by s : ArA ª A the corre-a a
 .sponding section functor, and we call an object of the form s X a-simplea
wif X is simple in fp ArA . The next result is due to Jensen and Lenzing 9,a
xTheorem 8.53 . It is based on Gabriel's analysis of abelian categories with
w xKrull dimension 5, IV, Proposition 1.2 .
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THEOREM 12.7. Let A be a locally coherent category and suppose that
dim A - `. Then the map which assigns to each a-simple object itsfin
injecti¨ e en¨elope in A induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes of
simple objects in fp ArA , y1 F a - dim A, and Sp A.a fin
Proof. We shall freely use some results from localization theory for
w xlocally coherent categories for which we refer to 11 . However, most basic
is the fact that for any localizing subcategory C of A, the section functor
 <  . 4 ws: ArC ª A identifies Sp ArC with M g Sp A Hom C , M s 0 5, III,
xCorollary 3.2 . We construct now a simple object for each indecomposable
injective object in A as follows. Let M g Sp A and choose b minimal such
that M has a non-zero subobject contained in A . Clearly, b s a q 1 forb
some ordinal a , and we can identify M with an object in Sp ArA . Thea
category A rA is a localizing subcategory of finite type of ArA which isb a a
w xlocally finite, since fp A rA , fp A rfp A 11, Theorem 2.6 . It followsb a b a
that M is the injective envelope of some simple object X g fp A rA . Theb a
composition of the inclusion A rA ª ArA with the section functorb a a
s : ArA ª A sends X to an a-simple object, and M is isomorphic to itsa a
injective envelope.
COROLLARY 12.8. Let A be an exactly definable category and suppose
that dim A - `. Then there exists a bijection between Zsp A and thefin
 .  .isomorphism classes of simple objects in C A rC A , y1 F a - dim A.a fin
 .Let A be an exactly definable category. Then any L-filtration A ofa a
A induces the L-filtration of U s Zsp A if we define U s A l Zsp A fora a
every ordinal a . Note that U is a closed subset of U for each ordinal a .a
Now let V be an arbitrary topological space. Recall that an element
 4X g V is isolated provided that X is open. The Cantor]Bendixson filtra-
 .tion V of V is defined recursively as follows.a a
V s V.y1
 < 4V s X g V X is not isolated in V , if a is an ordinal of the forma b b
a s b q 1.
V s F V , if a is a limit ordinal.a g - a g
We denote by V the intersection of all V and define the Cantor]Bendix-` a
son rank of V as follows. If V s B, then the least ordinal with this`
property is denoted by rank V. Otherwise, let rank V s `. Note that VCB CB a
is a closed subset of V for each ordinal a .
We want to exhibit the relation between the fin-filtration and the
Cantor]Bendixson filtration of Zsp A. We may assume that A s
 op .Ex C , Ab .
 .LEMMA 12.9. Let M g Zsp A and suppose that M X / 0 for some
object X g C of finite length. Then M is isolated.
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Proof. We may assume that X is simple. Thus the canonical functor
 .A ª D A identifies M with the injective envelope of a simple object by
 .Corollary 2.10, and therefore N X s 0 for every N g Zsp A different
 4from M. It follows that M is open.
 .PROPOSITION 12.10. Let V be the Cantor]Bendixson filtration anda a
 .U be the fin-filtration of Zsp A. Then V : U for each ordinal a .a a a a
Proof. The assertion follows by transfinite induction from the preced-
ing lemma.
LEMMA 12.11. Suppose that A has the isolation property and let M g
 .Zsp A. If M is isolated, then M X / 0 for some object X g C of finite
length.
 .Proof. Denote by q : C ª CrKer M , C A the quotient functorM
corresponding to the Serre subcategory Ker M. It follows from the assump-
 .  .tion on M that there exists X g C such that M X / 0 and N X s 0
for every N g Zsp A different from M. We can choose a maximal subob-
 .  .  .ject U of q X in D A , since q X is finitely generated. Then MM
 .  .corresponds in D A to an injective envelope of S s q X rU and S isM
 .finitely presented, since A has the isolation property. Thus U g C A ,M
 .and we find a subobject V of X in C such that q V , U, and therefore
 .  .q T , S for T s XrV. Clearly, M T / 0, and we claim that T is simple
in C. To see this, let 0 ª T X ª T ª TY ª 0 be an exact sequence in C.
 X.  Y .  .  X.Then either q T s 0 or q T s 0, since q T is simple. Thus M T s 0
 Y .  X.  Y .or M T s 0. On the other hand, N T s 0 s N T for every N g
Zsp A different from M, since M is isolated, and we conclude that T X s 0
Yor T s 0. Thus T is simple and this finishes the proof.
w x wThe following consequence is our variant of 20, Theorem 8.6 and 17,
xProposition 10.19 .
COROLLARY 12.12. Suppose that A has the isolation property. Then the
Cantor]Bendixson filtration and the fin-filtration of Zsp A coincide. In
particular, rank Zsp A s dim A.CB fin
Proof. The assertion follows by transfinite induction from Lemma 12.9
and Lemma 12.11
We conclude this section with a useful application of the preceding
result.
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COROLLARY 12.13. An object M in A is endofinite if and only if there is a
closed subset U of Zsp A satisfying
 .i U carries the discrete topology.
 .ii E¨ery product of copies of M is a coproduct of copies of objects
in U.
Proof. We may assume that M / 0. Suppose first that M is endofinite,
so that dim M s 0 by Proposition 12.3. We take U s M. Clearly, A hasfin M
the isolation property, and therefore rank U s dim M s 0 follows fromCB fin
 .  .the preceding result. Thus i holds and ii follows from Corollary 9.8. The
converse is shown similarly, and therefore the proof is complete.
13. MODULES
To conclude this paper, we explain briefly how modules become exact
 .functors. Let L be a ring associative with identity which we view as a
 op .category with one object, and denote by Mod L s L , Ab the category
 .  .  op .of right L-modules. Let C L s fp mod L , Ab be the category of
finitely presented functors from the category mod Lop of finitely presented
Lop-modules to the category of abelian groups. The functor
h : L ª C L , L ¬ L m y . L
 .  .is fully faithful and C L is an abelian category. In fact, C L is the free
w xabelian category over L in the following sense 7, Lemma 1 .
LEMMA 13.1. Let f : L ª C be an additi¨ e functor into an abelian
category C. Then there exists, up to isomorphism, a unique exact functor
U  . Uf : C L ª C such that f s f ( h.
This lemma has the following consequence if we take for C the category
of abelian groups.
LEMMA 13.2. The functor
op opC L , Ab ª L , Ab s Mod L , X ¬ X ( h .  . .
  .op .induces an equi¨ alence between Ex C L , Ab and Mod L. An in¨erse is
op
Mod L ª Ex C L , Ab X ¬ Hom y, X m y . .  . . L
The preceding lemma shows that Mod L is an exactly definable category
and the equivalence
opop <D L s modL , Ab ª Lex C L , Ab , X ¬ Hom y, X .  .  .  . . CL .
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 .gives an alternative description of D Mod L . We refer to the exposition
w x8 of Gruson and Jensen for a systematic analysis of the embedding
 .Mod L ª D L , M ¬ M m y .L
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